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World Business Report is a television business news programme produced by BBC News and shown on BBC World
News and the BBC News channel on.

Kook Tune Behzad Bolour pictured left presents this weekly music programme about Iranian and world
music. Ali says that staff at BBC Persian are frustrated. And there will be multimedia discussion programmes
and debates - encouraging a wide range of voices - in conjunction with the BBC's well-established and trusted
Persian-language radio and online services. Tamaashaa Spectacle This is a weekly arts and culture programme
that keeps audiences up to date on global and regional events, from film launches and book reviews to major
art exhibitions and performances. Iran already has several English-language media that report pro-government
propaganda. Nowbat-e shoma Your Turn The audience takes centre stage in this weekly interactive debate
programme, which is broadcast across the BBC Persian multimedia output of TV, radio and online. Ali writes
that the agreement would be as if The New York Times agreed to a demand by Chinese authorities not to have
any reports by its employees published in Mandarin. News News is at the heart of BBC Persian TV, which
reports all the latest international and regional events with a global perspective, enabling audiences to follow
stories from all over the world, to engage directly with the BBC and to share views on the major events of the
day. All media companies face ethical challenges while trying to both report freely and responsibly from
totalitarian countries, while obtaining the access needed to produce the reports. An exclusive email obtained
by HuffPost contributor Yashar Ali shows the bizarre agreement, which mandates that official BBC Persian
not include any of the content on social media as well, including retweeting or forwarding the coverage.
Be-ebaarat-eh digar Hardtalk BBC TV news interviewers bring their expertise to the channel with this minute,
in-depth weekly interview programme. Varzeshe haft Sport Seven The world of sport and athletics is big news
and big business, as this weekly round-up reveals. Ekran Film This monthly programme looks at the world of
cinema, featuring film reviews, reports from film festivals and interviews with leading directors and actors.
The BBC says that all international media are subject to reporting restrictions in Iran. Featuring major
interviews, top-ten ratings and the latest music videos, this really is one programme music lovers won't want
to miss. Khabarnegaaraan Reporters BBC reporters bring their personal perspective, insight and analysis to the
week's news. It includes all the latest reports from major international sporting events and key interviews. This
programme calls on the BBC's specialist correspondents, based in more than 70 bureaux around the globe, to
add depth and understanding to the stories in the news. It also shows investigative current affairs programmes,
alongside high-quality BBC factual, cultural and educational documentaries. Guests range from international
political leaders and entertainers to corporate decision-makers and ordinary people facing extraordinary
challenges. Iran has turned its expertise at controlling foreign media, while also getting positive coverage, into
a kind of art form. In a world where increasingly powerful state or state-linked media, such as Al Jazeera,
TRT, RT and others help craft the view of home countries by reporting critically about foreign countries while
reporting positively â€” or in some cases not at all â€” about the home country, the need for critical journalism
in places like Iran is even more important. Yet Iran has also been cracking down amid tensions with the US
and the West. Aapaaraat Documentary Showcase A weekly showcase of the best Iranian, Afghan and Tajik
documentary films, followed by a discussion and reviews of the films and topics featured. July 17, 3 minute
read. The channel presents international and major local issues from a regional perspective. Aimed at an
audience group that is large in number but rarely represented on screen, this programme ensures they have a
place to share their opinions. Click An essential weekly guide to digital technology, this programme
de-mystifies gadgets, keeps viewers up to date and reviews the latest innovations and websites. While its news
and information programming focuses on Iran and the surrounding region, it also focuses on the role Iran
plays in the world. Reports said that Iran had revoked his credentials. Apparently the email was sent out
Saturday just before he left because of upcoming programming that would relate to Iran.


